We extend our studies of sample-path stability to multiserver inputoutput processes with conditional output rates that may depend on the state of the system and other auxiliary processes. Our results include processes with countable as well as uncountable state spaces. We establish rate stability conditions for busy period durations as well as the input during busy periods. In addition, stability conditions for multiserver queues with possibly heterogeneous servers are given for the workload attained service, and queue length processes. The stability conditions can be checked from parameters of primary processes, and thus can be verified a priori. Under the rate stability conditions, we provide stable versions of Little's formula for single server as well as multiserver queues. Our approach leads to extensions of previously known results. Since our results are valid pathwise, non-stationary as well as stationary processes are covered.
Introduction
In this paper, we continue our investigation of sample-path conditions for rate stability in general input-output processes. A process is said to be rate stable if its evolution is o(t) as 1The research of this author was done in part when the author was visiting INRS-Telecommunications, University of Quebec, Montreal, Canada (Summer, 1992) , and completed while he was visiting the Department of Operations Research, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (Spring, 1994) .
(see [3, 4, 5] , [17] , Mazumdar et al. [10], Guillemisand iazumdar [7] , Altman, Foss, Riehl, and Stidham [1] ). The model investigated here is an input-output process in which the output process is composed of multiple, possibly non-homogeneous, streams. We establish conditions for rate stability that can be verified from information on input (primary) processes in a deterministic framework that makes it possible to characterize the sample-path behavior of non-stationary stochastic processes.
The issue of stability for non-stationary processes, using a sample-path framework, has been recently considered by several authors. [3, 4, 5] provide a sample-path characterization of (rate) stability and establish connections between rate stability and other measures of interest, such as the finiteness of the limiting average number of customers in a queueing system. Mazumdar, Guillemin, Badrinath, and Kannurpatti [10] , study rate stability in the context of the workload process in a G/G/1 queue using sample-path arguments. consider an input-output process with a single output stream and establish rate stability conditions using only sample-path information available from primary processes. Guillemin and Mazumdar [7] provide a pathwise proof for rate stability of the workload process in a multiserver queue with FCFS discipline. See also Mazumdar et al. [9] , Guillemin et al. [6] , and Altman, Foss, Riehl, and Stidham [1] .
This paper provides a generalization of stability results given by .
In Section 2 we prove our basic stability result by establishing sufficient conditions that are easily verifiable from conditions on primary processes. Processes with non-countable as well as integer state spaces are considered and studied within one unifying framework. Multiple output processes are allowed, where individual output streams can also be heterogeneous. In particular, in the context of a multiserver queueing system, individual servers, when active, are permitted to process work at different possibly state-dependent rates. Section 3 focuses on full-busy-period durations and establishes their rate stability under the sufficient conditions given in Section 2. Section 4 contains applications to special cases of queueing systems and other input-output processes that extend those given by [17] , as well as new ones. In particular, we give a sample-path proof for rate stability of the workloads queue length, and attained service processes in multiserver queues.
We provide a counterexample to confirm an assertion that the workload process exhibits a stronger form of rate stability that the queue length process. Finally, in Section 5 we give sample-path proofs of Little's formula (L = W) for rate-stable queues, under more general sample-path conditions than previously given.
Basic results
The setting is that of Section 5 of E1-Taha and Stidham [4] and . That is, we consider a non-negative real-valued deterministic process, Z {Z(t),t >_ 0} an input-output process in which Z(t)>_ 0 represents quantity in a system, such as number of customers or workload in a queue. We assume that {Z(t),t >_ 0} is right continuous with lefthand limits, and that
(1)
Here A(t) is the cumulative input to the system in [0, t] , and D(t)" = 1Di(t), where Di(t) is the cumulative output in [0,t] 
(1-e)U(t) -< '1 
Since (a-5-4-(5 + 1))< 0, by choosing t sufficiently large, we can make the quantity on the right-hand side of the last equality negative, thus leading to a contradiction of Z(t)> O. Therefore, for every t o > T there exists at least one t > t o such that B(t)< c-1. That is, the event {B(t) < c-1} occurs infinitely often as t--,cx3. E! ttemark 2.1. The above result is of independent interest. It gives sufficient conditions for the existence of construction points (points that start full busy periods) for the {Z(t),t > 0} process (see Baccelli (6) and (7) that, for every > 0, there exists a T T(e) < c such that (a-)t < A(t) < (a+e)t, t>T,
Let an: sup{s:s < rn, B(s < c-1}. Then it follows that B(s) c and hence Bi(s 1, i--1,...,c, for all a n<s<_v n. Hence
Moreover, the above arguments and Lemma 2.1 show that an---*cx as n---cx.
< min{7/(2 + 3), (6-a)/(6 + 1)}. For n sufficiently large, we have a n > T().
using (9), (10), (11), and (12)it follows that
Now choose For such n, Z(a n
2ca n 2eU(an) + [5 c (5 + 1)e](r n an) > 7rn-2e.a n 2e.U(an) _> (7--(2 + 2)e)a n [(25 4- 3)e (25 4-2)e]a n a n.
But by (8), Z(a n <_ ean. Thus we have a contradiction and the proof is complete.
Theorem 2.2 remains valid for other variants of condition (7) (6), (7) and (8) (6) and (8) (7) is replaced by
Then the process {Z(t), t >_ 0} defined by (1) is rate stable.
Busy period fluctuations
In this section we show that, under the conditions for rate stability of {Z(t),t > 0}, the sequence of durations of full busy periods is also rate stable. A full busy period in a multiserver input-output process begins when all servers become active and ends at the next time point when at least one server becomes inactive.
Lemma 2.1 shows the existence of infinitely many full busy periods-more precisely, the existence of an infinite sequence {tn} such that tnoc as noc and B(tn) < c-1, for all n >_ 1. The result follows by taking limits as n--<x) and appealing to part (i) and (6). 
Note that under these conditions the limit in (7) exists and is equal to 1. Theorem 4.1. Consider the workload process {W(t), t >_ 0} in the multiserver queues described by (24 
then take limits as t-cx. t--c.
By (15) Remark 4.3. In Corollary 4.5 the assumption that each server serves one customer at a time with no preemption may be replaced by bounded service requirements. Moreover, this assumption can be removed in single-server queues because now C(t) is bounded above by the duration of the busy cycle containing t.
Remark 4.4. The examples given in for single-server queues can be easily extended to the multiserver case, using our results in this paper. Applications with output rates that are time dependent or state dependent or with rates that depends on other auxiliary processes can be established by appealing to Corollary 2.4.
Counterexample
The assertion AS < 1 has been established as a sufficient condition for stability of the workload and queue-length processes in G/G/1 queues. It is worth noting that the workload process exhibits a stronger form of stability than the queue-length process in the sense that it holds under weaker conditions. We provide a counterexample to confirm this assertion. Let
Suppose that lira sup p < 1. If either lira N(t)/t or lira n -1 1Sk does not exist, the The condition that Wn/Tn--*O as n---,oc cannot be verified directly from input data such as interarrival and service times. In the following subsections, however, we show that the rate stability conditions established in Section 3 for single and multiserver queues are sufficient to verify that the above condition for Little's formula holds.
The single-server case
The input data for the G/G/1 queue consists of the sequence {(Tn, Sn) n >_ 1}, where Tn is the arrival instant and S n the work requirement of customer n, n > 1. In the special case where N(t) {Z(t),t >_ 0} is the workload process in the G/G/1 queue, we have A(t)-,k=lSk and D(t)-f 51{Z(s)> O}ds, for all t>_ 0. Here {g(t),t >_ 0} is the point process which counts the 0 number of customer arrivals: g(t) max{n: T n <_ t}, t >_ O.
Our goal is to prove that L-AW under minimal stability conditions on the input process, {A(t),t>_O}.
Theorem 5.7. Suppose t-Ig(t)--A as t--,c, and n-l=lSk--S as n--oc, where 0 < : AS < 5. Then Wn/Tn-O as n--oc and hence (i) and (it) of Theorem 5. hold.
Proof: Let b(n): Ec= lbkl{bk <_ T n < ek} and B(n)" E= l(ek bk)l{bk <- We note also that in the stable versions fo L = W we did not require the assumption that the sequence of departure times be finite.
